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Briefly highlight your
point of interest here.

Lynne a Maser Beekeeper; keeping bees
for almost 40 years.
Originally from Somerset. From a hobby with
a couple of hives in the
garden, it has now
grown into a business
that supplies honey
and candles to shops,
farmers markets and
holiday businesses.
Also leads the Somerset county Asian Hornet Action Team
Please note the Hall is being used prior to our evening session so Members are respectfully asked to arrive from 7.15pm onwards when we will
have access to the hall.
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Next February Lecture - Megan Seymour —13th Feb 2020 @ 715pm

Do you shop on Amazon?
Just a reminder Gwent Beekeepers
CIO is now a registered charity with

Amazon. To enable us to benefit
please use smile.amazon.co.uk and
select Gwent Beekeepers CIO as
your preferred charity and continue
to shop as normal. You could also
invite friends to do the same.
Thank you for thinking of us when
you shop....
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Membership
To keep you updated and to avoid any confusion, Gwent Beekeepers are
updating the background systems that help us manage our groups
membership, communications and administration.
This is to simplify and comply to the latest legislation. In addition we
are in the process of upgrading our email to reduce our trustees from
using their own email to an improved service. Further we are working on
update our Website increase what we can share and help promote our
education programmes.
We have started issuing membership renewal requests through the British
Beekeepers Association's membership system.

•

This will have the description: ACTION REQUIRED : GBK CIO
ONLINE RENEWAL APPLICATION 2020 - MEMBER: ##.#.####
The email will be from: GWENT BEEKEEPERS' CIO
<NOREPLY@MEMBERSHIPSERVICES.ORG.UK>

If you have any concerns, please contact Matt and Nicky Williams who are
our Treasurer and Membership Secretary's.
treasurer@gwentbeekeepers.co.uk
membership@gwentbeekeepers.co.uk
Also, over the next few months our website will develop; we look forward
to your feedback. You can see the ‘in development’ website at: https://
gwentbeekeepers.co.uk
If you have any questions or suggestions, please make contact to the
committee.

Honey Dressings and Antibiotic
Resistance
The following is a Summary of a talk given to the NHS by Shona Blair, via Reigate
& eBees
With the overuse of Antibiotics has come the rise of antibiotic resistant superbugs, for example MRSA. As the use of antibiotics continue the number of superbug cases is set to rise dramatically. Honey has had known medicinal properties
for thousands of years so the effect of honey on MRSA was studied by Shona
Blair.
Average honey contains glucose oxidase, which when combined with water produces hydrogen peroxide. Hydrogen peroxide is toxic to microbes in a similar way
to bleach, but unlike bleach the hydrogen peroxide is not high enough concentration to damage tissue, just microbes. This hydrogen peroxide effect can be seen
when adding honey to a petri dish with MRSA. The hydrogen peroxide produce
inhibits the growth of the MRSA.
Continues ….
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However, some honeys have an additional defence, such as
Manuka honey. These floral components introduce extra antimicrobial properties to the honey which continue to inhibit the
growth of the MRSA even when a catalase is introduced to
reverse the hydrogen peroxide effect, showing that they independently impact the growth of the bacteria.

Honey Dressing

It has been shown that Manuka honey can kill MRSA even
when diluted down to 5%. Honey dressings have been shown
to have a strongly positive effect on wounds and infections in
real life. The moist, mildly acidic environment promotes healthy
regrowth of tissue and inhibits infection. It has been shown to
reduce healing time and scarring in a large number of injury
and infection types. These positive health outcomes could also
mean fewer follow up treatments, making it cheaper for health
services which would outweigh the higher cost of honey
dressings.

This Month’s Article:

“Fungus provides powerful medicine in
fighting honeybee viruses”
Source: Washington State University October 4, 2018 (https://news.wsu.edu/2018/10/04/fungusprovides-powerful-medicine-fighting-honey-bee-viruses/)
By Scott Weybright, College of Agricultural, Human, and Natural Resource Sciences, PULLMAN,
Wash.
A mushroom extract fed to honeybees greatly
reduces virus levels, according to a new paper
from Washington State University scientists, the
USDA and colleagues at Fungi Perfecti, a business
based in Olympia, Washington.
In field trials, colonies fed mycelium extract from
amadou and reishi fungi showed a 79-fold
reduction in deformed wing virus and a 45,000fold reduction in Lake Sinai virus compared to
control colonies.
Continues ….

Steve Sheppard and his team provide the mushroom
extract to a beehive as part of their experiment. Bees
that received the extract showed significant declines in
viral infections within days
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Though it’s in the early stages of development, the researchers see great
potential in this research.
“Our greatest hope is that these extracts have such an impact on viruses
that they may help varroa mites become an annoyance for bees, rather than
causing huge devastation,” said Steve Sheppard, a WSU entomology professor and one of the paper’s authors. “We’re excited to see where this research leads us. Time is running out for bee populations and the safety and
security of the world’s food supply hinges on our ability to find means to improve pollinator health.”

The research was published in the journal Scientific Reports.

Fungal extracts
were mixed into
sucrose solution
and fed to bees
using in-hive
feeders

The hope is that the results of this research will help dwindling honeybee
colonies fight viruses, that are known to play a role in colony collapse
disorder.
“One of the major ways varroa mites hurt bees is by spreading and
amplifying viruses,” Sheppard said. “Mites really put stress on the bees’
immune systems, making them more susceptible to viruses that shorten
worker bee lifespans.”
Partnership with Fungi Perfecti, LLC
This is the first research paper to come out of a partnership between Sheppard’s lab and Fungi Perfecti. Their co‑owner and founder Paul Stamets is
a co-author on the paper.
“Paul previously worked on a project that demonstrated the antiviral properties of mycelial extracts on human cells,” Sheppard said. “He read about viruses hurting bees and called us to explore the use of the extracts on honeybees. After two years, we demonstrated that those antiviral properties extend to honeybees.”
Stamets is passionate about the various benefits of fungi, both to humans
and wildlife. And he’s been enjoying this partnership with Sheppard and his
lab.

“This is a great example of connecting the dots between two fields of biological science,” Stamets said. “I am excited about new discoveries and opportunities. For me, the best of science is when it is used for practical solutions.
Our team is honored to work with WSU researchers and look forward to
continuing collaboration.”
Limited supplies
Caption
describing
picture or
graphic.

Right now, the mycelium extract isn’t currently available in levels for beekeepers to purchase for their hives.
“We are ramping up production of the extracts as rapidly as is feasible, given the hurdles we must overcome to deploy this on a wide scale,” Stamets
added “Those who are interested in being kept up to date, can sign up for
more information at Fungi.com.“
Sheppard said he and his colleagues plan to do more work to refine their
now-published results. That way beekeepers will have the best information
when supplies are more available.
Cont….
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Bees fed extracts from polypore mycelium exhibited lower DWV virus titers. In three different trials, mixing fungal extracts into caged bees’ sucrose syrup food significantly reduced the levels of DWV

“We aren’t sure if the mycelium is boosting the bees’ immune system or actually
fighting the viruses,” Sheppard said. “We’re working to figure that out, along with testing larger groups of colonies to develop best management practices and determine
how much extract should be used and when to have the best impact.”
Mites and viruses
Over the last decade, beekeepers have seen a disastrous decline in the health of honeybee colonies, often averaging over 30 percent loss annually. Varroa mites, and the
viruses they proliferate, play a major role in those losses. Deformed wing virus, which
causes shriveled wings on bees, greatly reduces the lifespan of worker bees.
Lake Sinai virus is also associated with varroa mites and is widespread in bee colonies
around the United States. While the virus has no obvious or overt symptoms, it’s an important virus to fight because it was found at higher levels in bees from collapsing colonies. It is closely related to chronic bee paralysis virus and it likely makes bees sick and
weak, according to WSU assistant research professor Brandon Hopkins.
Treating with fungi
The treated bee colonies in this experiment were fed an oral treatment of mycelial extracts in dozens of small WSU bee colonies infested with varroa mites.

“It’s a really easy treatment to apply,” Sheppard said. “After we follow larger colonies
for a full year, we can develop recommendations for how to use the extracts. Then it is
expected that Fungi Perfecti will ramp up production.”
There is currently no timeline for when the extract would be available at a scale large
enough for beekeepers.
A portion of this project was funded by USDA NIFA project WNP00604.

End
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Jobs for January
Keep checking those hives and make sure all is ok and no damage has
been caused by weather or, if you have an out apiary, any passing
animals.
Check mouse guards and keep hefting your hives to ensure your bees
have sufficient stores for the next 2-3 months. Fondant is the food to add
at this time of year not syrup and, dependant on the number of hives you
have, can be expensive. Beecraft magazine, in their January edition, have
included a guide to making your own fondant – all that’s needed is water,
white granulated sugar, a sugar thermometer (£5-10) and some patience.

.

See copy below

Courtesy of
Richard Rickitt,
co-editor,
Beecraft magazine,
January 2020
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New Apiary & Study Centre

Hope you have all enjoyed your Christmas. Just a quick update on the site: Ground
works are progressing, but the weather has hindered progress. The construction lorry
parking area is hardcored and they are working on the road down to the building, the
last time I went by. Topsoil is being placed on the south edge of the apiary site. When
they start levelling where the building is to be, that soil is to be used to level the apiary
as well. Hence, we are sometime away from being able to plant a hedge around the
apiary. As soon as we are ready, we will let you know. The building has been ordered
from Passmores for delivery in the week of the 15th March. Roy Watkins - the carpenter has been booked for that week. Please note that week in your diary if you feel you
can help lift and hold wall panels.
We then have lots of work to fit out the building etc.

Wishing you all a Happy and Healthy 2020.

Janet Bromley
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Visit to Bath Beekeepers
Teaching Facility
A number of GBKcio committee members had a day trip out to visit Bath
BKA's training facility on a fact-finding mission. The following is an extract from the visit report produced by Dave Barrell which includes a
comparison with their training facility and the training facility we are in
the process of building.

The purpose of our visit was to look over the Bath Beekeepers Teaching
Facility and talk to the
people who were involved with the construction of the original building and the subsequent
running of the building.
We wanted to know
what they did, what they
would recommend and
what they would do differently if they did the
same thing again.
We also bounced some ideas off of our hosts to see what they thought
and judge their feedback to our ideas.
A team of six of us from Gwent Beekeepers attended and held some
very useful and informative discussions with members of the Bath BKA.

Bath BKA Building

The building was a self-designed and built timber construction. Their
membership included members who an expertise in the architecture,
design and building of wooden temporary buildings, builders, heating
engineers, flooring, roofing and electricians.
Courtesy of
Richard Rickitt,
co-editor,

Calling on these resources meant that they all the expertise they needed to do a self-build project. Their apiary Landlords at the time were
Bath University who gave them permission to build but said that they
must be prepared to move the building in the future.

Beecraft magazine,
January 2020

Cont..
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When they were finally given a date that they had to move from the University, they
loaded the building on a tractor and trailer and moved it up the hill to the present site
which is on The Duchy Estate. With the building sited on its new home they then set
about extending the building a further 4m to the size they have today.
The size of the main room is reported to be suitable for holding their AGM where they
had about 50 people attended. With a projector fitted in the roof, projecting onto a
screen on one end of the main room they hold their annual beginners training course in
the main room. In the corner they have a computer housed in a tall cupboard which is
linked directly to the projector. There is some storage down one wall of the main room
where they hang their colour coded to size bee suits.
A recommendation from Bath BKA is that we should use at least 40mm of insulation in
our building. It helps to keep it warm in winter and cool in summer and very cheap to run
heating.

Below is a plan of the Bath facility and a photo of the main room.

Cont...
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Comparison of Buildings
Below is a comparison of Bath’s education centre and the proposed
GBKcio building.
All dimensions are in meters. Where a dimension is not available a calculated figure has been used and has been verified using a secondary
method.

Detail

Bath BKA

Gwent BKcio

Total Size of the building

12.18 x 7.0
doesn’t include toilet

15.0 x 8.4

Main room

12 x 5.2

10.8 x 5.4

Estimated lecture space 9.1 x 4.8
43.68 square metres
Kitchen area
Stores area

Toilet area

10.8 x 5.4
58.32 square metres

3.0 x 2.0
part of main rm

3.0 x 5.4

3.4 x 1.8

4.2 x 8.4

2.4 x 2.2
Access from outside

3.0 x 3.0

Toilet facilities

Single disabled toilet and At least x2 maybe x3 with
multi sex
1x disabled

Lobby area

None

2.4 x 3.0

We must thank Bath BKA for their hospitality and their willingness to answer our questions in as much detail as they could.
One or two members of Bath BKA even offered to come and help with
the build and certainly would like to visit when we have the building up.

End.
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The following is a list of the Gwent
Beekeepers programme for 2020:

Please keep an eye on both our updated website or our Facebook page
for regular updates
https://www.facebook.com/gbkcio/
https://www.gwentbeekeepers.co.uk/
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Update to our website

We are in the process of updating the website to provide further resources and information useful for members and the public.
If you have any questions or suggestions, please make contact to the
committee.

Please keep an eye on both our updated website or our Facebook page
for regular updates
https://www.facebook.com/gbkcio/
https://www.gwentbeekeepers.co.uk/
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Other Events:

An evening with Monty Don and Bill Turnbull
United Kingdom
30 JANUARY 2020, 7.30PM THE BLAKE THEATR E,
ALMSHOUSE STREET, MONMOUTH NP25 3XP
A Bees for development event

Monty Don is Britain’s favourite gardening expert, and Bill Turnbull won hearts
while BBC1’s Breakfast presenter, now with his own weekend shows on Classic FM. As well as sharing a love of dogs, Monty and Bill are both passionate
about bees, and in this one-off event raising funds for the international charity Bees for Development, Monty and Bill will discuss a range of topics close
to their hearts – and with open forum for audience questions.
Absolutely not to be missed!

T I C K E T S : VI P – £ 4 0 T O I N C L U D E F R O N T O R S E C O N D
ROW SEATS, A GLASS OF W INE AND A BEES FOR DEVELOPMENT TOTE BAG FULL OF GOODIES!
T I C K E T S : F ULL PRI CE £ 2 5 , CONCESSI ON £ 2 3
(OVER 60’S AND UNDER 16’S)
All profits going to the charity Bees for Development which promotes sustainable
beekeeping to combat poverty and to build sustainable, resilient livelihoods.
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Adverts:

